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INTRODUCTION
This investigation was undertaken to obtain a definitive
value of the latitude and longitude of Crane Observatory for
the purpose of publication in the American Ephemeris and
Nautical Almanac, The position of the observatory, built in
1903, had not been determined by astronomical methods.
In 1904, (J, Bruce Blair determined the geodetic coora.i-
natea of this observatory by triangulation, using two second-
ary stations of the U, S, Ooast and Geodetic Survey of 1902.
He reported the latitude to be 39 02 04.532 and the longl-
tude 95 42 05,694. It should be pointed out that the latitude
and longitude of the secondary stations were given only to the
nearest hundredth second of arc, yet the final results were
reported to the thousandth second of arc. Probable errors of
the secondary stations or the final results were not given.
The (geodetic coordinates of priiaaj^y base stations are constantly
being checked and values revised from time to time to Improve
the accuracy of these positions.
Since astronomical methods .".re capable of giving a higher
degree of precision, it was decided to check the above results,
A systematic program of observing was instituted and carried on
during the summer of 1955 to obtain the necessary data for this
computation. The reduction of these observations was a very
lengthy and time consuming task, hence the delay in reporting
the final results of this investigation.
EQUIPMENT
The following items all permanent equipment of the observ-
atory, were used to pursue the investigation: (Plates I, II)
(1) Fauth combined zenith and transit telescope
(2) Warner and Swasey chronograph
(3) E, Howard and Company mean solar and sidereal clocks
(4) Hallicrafters Model 3-38 short wave radio
DETERMINATION OF LATITUDE
Theory of Measurement
^HhB declination (6) of a star is its angular distance north
or south of the celestial equator and is given for certain stars
in various star catalogues. Declination is considered positive
if the star is north of the celestial equator and negative if
south. The zenith distance (z) of a star is the angular dis-
tance from the zenith to the star, measured along a vertical
circle through the star. The meridian zenith distance of a star
can be measured with a zenith telescope and will depend on the
declination of that star and the latitude (0) of the observer
according to the equation /^ « 5 + z. The positive si;-n is used
if the star is north of the zenith and the negative sign if the
star is south. The celestial meridian, often simply called the
meridian, is a great circle on the celestial sphere passing
through the celestial north and south poles and the zenith, a
point directly nbove the observer.
EXPLANATION OF PLATE I
Fauth combined zenith and transit telescope.
Crane Observatory, Topeka, Kansas,
PLATE I
EXPLANATION OF PLATE II
Left - Warner and Swasey chronograph
Right - E. Howard and Oorapany mean solar oloolc
Crane Observatory, Topeka, Ifensas
PLAOS II
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE III
Position of observer on the earth
2 Zenith of the observer
NP Earth's north pole
SP Earth's south pole
WP North celestial pole
OE Intersection of celestial equator with meridian
IL. Position of star on meridian north of jsenith
R- Position of star on meridian south of senith
S
z* Zenith distance of star south of zenith
2" Zenith distance of star north of zenith
6* Declination of star south of zenith
6" Declination of star north of zenith
1^ Latitude of the observer
PLATE III
8
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Referring to Plate III, it can be seen that the nieridian
zenith distance of a star south of the zenith is
z I ^-S» (3.)
and for a star on the meridian north of the zenith
Subtracting equation (2) from equation (1) it follows tliat
Equation (3) is the basis of the Horrebot-Taloott method
of determining latitude which involves only the measurement of
the difference in zenith distances of two stars. With a preci-
sion nlcroraeter this difference can be determined very accurate-
ly for a "Talcott Pnir*. A Talcott Pair consists of two stars
which transit the celestial meridian within a few minutes of
each other, one of which transits south and the other north of
the zenith and whose difference in zenith distance is less than
the angular field of view of the telescope. Calibration errors
of the telescope altitude circle are eliminated since the set-
ting is not altered during the course of the measurement and
uncertainties in atmospheric refraction have negligible effect
on the results since the zenith distances must be very nearly
equal. Since the results obtained by observing a single pair
of stars is subject to personal and observational errors, by
observing a large number of pairs and combining the results of
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the independent determinations, a mern value may be obtained
that is rauoh raore dependable.
Observing Procedure
Prior to making observations with the zenith telescope
adjustments of the instrument were made according to the in-
structions outlined in Nassau (6), p. 209. The following ob-
serving list was prepared consisting of five pairs of stars
meeting the following requirements: (l) difference in zenith
distance less than one degree, the approximate angle of the
field of the zenith telescope (2) differences in time of transit
(a) over three minutes and less than ten (3) as bright or
brighter than 46.0 apparent magnitude for good visibility.
nTable 1. Observing list.
No. Star Magn,
N or; .,^ ', Ave.;Hicroraeter
S : ^^' : Alt.: setting
1.
B4722 0.0
h n 8
18 35 26
»
38 44
B4749 4.6 18 42 53 34 34
S
N
• o
89 42
89 28
89 35
6 djown
2.
B4797 4.7
B4848 5.7
18 52 57 22 35 S 73 33 2 down
73 30
18 59 50 55 35 N 73 26
3,
B4948 4.6
B4963 6.0
19 20 26 65 37 N 63 24 12 up
63 39
19 24 18 12 59 8 63 54
4.
B5039 5.6
B5075 5,2
19 41 51 25 39 3 76 38 12 down
76 24
19 49 30 52 52 M 76 10
6.
B5163 5,9
B5190 4.9
20 05 03 53 02 N 76 00 11 up
76 13
20 13 21 25 27 8 76 25
uIn Table 1 the star numbers are those given In Boss (3).
The right ascension (a) of a star Is Ita angular distance east
of the vernal equinox on the celestial sphere and Is raeasured
either in degrees, minutes and seconds of arc or In hours, min-
utes and seconds of sidereal time. Since the sidereal flay be-
gins at the instant of trr.nsit of the vernal equinox, the side-
real time at any Instant is equal to the right ascension of a
stcr on the meridian. Therefore, a sidereal clock will enable
one to determine when a given star Is on the meridian.
In preparing the observing table it was sufficiently accu-
rate to use the right ascension (a) and declination (6) of the
stars as of J^muary 1, 1955. The meridian altitude (h) of the
stars were computed by equations (1) or (2), and (h « 90 - z),
usinr^ an approximate value of the latitude (^). An approxliaate
initial micrometer setting was obtained by dividing one-half the
difference in altitudes of a star pair by the value (R) of one
N
revolution of the micrometer screw, v/hich was found to be G7.77
per revolution (see right hand colamn. Table 1).
The meridian circle on the telescope v/as set at the average
altitude of the pair and a sensitive level (1.978 per scale di-
vision) mounted on the circle was used to Indicate when XliQ in-
strmnent was sat at the desired altitude. This Insured tliat one
a tar of the pair would transit above the center of the field and
the other star below the center of the field. The movable mi-
crometer wire in the field w»s moved up or down the appropriate
number of turns as indicated in the observing list to be near
uthe position where the star would cross the field. Ttie microm-
eter wire was adjusted to such a position as to bisect the star
as it crossed a fixed vertical wire in the center of the field
of view, and the micrometer reading recorded as well as the posi-
tion of the north and south ends of the level bubble, v/ithout
ohangir^ the altitude circle setting, the telescope was rotated
180° about its vertical axis and the micrometer wire adjusted to
bisect the second star of the pair as it crossed the vertical
wire in the center of the field of view. Care was exercised to
advance the micrometer wire only in one direction to avoid back
lash in the threads. The micrometer reading on the second star
was recorded and the position of both ends of the level bubble
again observed and recorded. This completed the observations
for one pair of stars.
Computation
Prior to actual computation of latitude it was necessary to
calibrate the meridian circle level to determine its sensitivity.
This was accomplished by placing it on a level trier which con-
sisted of a rectangular iron bar of known length with a microm-
eter head mounted at one end to raise or lower that end of the
bar a known distance. The level constant (dj) was found to be
1,978 per scale division.
The micrometer screw that drives the movable wire across
the field was calibrated by measuring the positions of five fixed
wires in the field of view which were parallel to the inovable
uwire, ©le angular distance between the five fixed
wires had
been determined by observations of the diurnal motion of
115
stars m tlie longitude determination. The observed interval of
time required for a star to move from any one wire to
another
multiplied by the cosine of the declination (6) of that star
gives tlie time interval reduced to the celestial equator. The
average of the observed time Intervals, multiplied by 15, gives
the angular separation of the fixed wires. The micrometer cal-
ibration (R) was found to be 67.77 per revolution.
The latitude of the observer is obtained by the equation
fi m '^(6« S") + ^(m' - ni«)R -¥ i(b» + b«) -f i(r» - r") (4)
where the "primes* refer to stars south of the zenith and "sec-
onds" to stars north, Nassau (6), p. 215. The term ^^(5« + 6")
is the declination of a fictitious star whose meridian zenith
distance (a) Is given by i(in» - m'»)R. The letters (m») and
(m") refer to micrometer readings of the two stars. Therefore,
according to equation <l) the first two terms yield the latitude
of the observer neglecting Instrumental errors. The latter are
given by the third and fourth terms.
In the first terra (6«) and (5») refer to the apparent dec-
linations of the two stars of a pair at the instant of observa-
tion. Since moat of the stars used in the latitude determina-
tion were too faint to be listed in the American Ephe»erls and
Nautical Almanac of 1955 which gave, for a few bright stars, the
apparent right ascension (a) and declination (6) at ten-day
le
Intervrala, it was necessary to use the Boss Preliminary General
Catalogue of 1900 (3) and reduce (a) and (6) from January 1,
1900 to January 1, 1955 by the equations
a^ (epoch T) » a* (epoch T^) + (An. Varjt -f (^ Sec. Varjt^ (5)
8^ (epoch T) = 6^ (epoch T^,) + (An. Var.)t + (^ Sec. Var.)t» (6)
where a and d are the mean coordinates of the star at the be-
ginning of any year T and a and 6^ are the coordinates of the
itar given in the catalogue of the year T^. T - T^ « t, the
number of years since the epoch of the catalogue. The value of
the annular variation and secular variation are also obtained
from the catalogue for each star used.
To reduce the mean declination at the beginning of the year
1955 to the instant of obaet^ation, it was necessary to use the
formula
a m b +T|j,» + g cos((J+a^) + h cos(H+ajj)sln S^ i cos S^ (7)
(Nassau, 6, p. 168), v/here T is the fraction of the year and g,
(J, h, and H are independent star numbers found in the American
Ephemerls and Nautical Almanac for 1955 (2), p. 263. Correction
of declination for the proper motion of the star involves the
constant (|ji*) obtained from Boss's Preliminary General Catalogue
(3) and the independent star numbers were used to correct for
precession and nutation of the earth's axis.
The third term, ^(b» + b")# in equation (4) is the cor-
rection of the altitude setting of the telescope. With the
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particular level used,, on which the graduations were numbered
from one end of' the level and increasing towards the objective
lens with the telescope Inclined)t
kCbi« b"]1 -i[(n« + 8") - (n« -f 8')]dj (8^
where n" and s"1 are the readings for the ends of the bubble for
the north star, n» and s' the bubble readings for the1 south star
and (di) the level calibration constant previously mentioned.
The fourth term, *(r« - r»),, in equation (4) is a correction
for differential atmospheric refraction. The appropriate values
of tills •term were obtained in each case from Nassau {[6), Table
XXII, p. 284,
Table 2. Independent determinations of latitude
Date : Pair 1 :
• •
Pair 2 :
•
Pair 3 : Pair 4 : Pair 5
•
Aug. 17
e •
39 02
i
01.39
1 n
02 02.21
» » 1 M
02 05.34
1 N
02 04.92
Aug. 29 02 02.95 01 59.90a 02 05.22 02 01.98 02 03.30
Aug. 31 02 25.73x 02 00.71s 02 05.30 02 04.87 02 04.35
Sept. 1 02 05.84 02 04.33 02 05.89 02 05.67 02 08,91a
Sept. 3 02 09.448 02 02.88 02 04.19 02 05,02 02 08.59,
Sept. 4 02 05.98 02 04.65 02 04.87 02 05.01 02 06.08
Sept. 5 02 09.91, 01 51. 25
J
02 04.35 02 05.90 02 05.20
Sept. 6 02 01.44 02 03.79 02 04.85 02 05.92 02 04,79
Sept. 7 02 03.48 02 03.94 02 05.10 02 03.83 02 05,69
Sept. 8 02 04.20 02 06.06 02 04.81 02 04.02 02 04.20
3ept.il 02 01.48 02 05.14 02 04.77 02 04.44 02 03.44
{x) "HheBe t>ro
value due
results were eliminated in computing the final
to obvious errors in read.ing micrometer.
(,) Thei36 six values were eliminated from final consideration
Xf
by Chauvenet'a Criterion (Storer, 7, p. 40).
The value 39° was not repeated for each colunm since it
iras the same for all results listed.
The welg>)ted mean of these values is
^ = 39° 02* 04!41 + 0.13.
DETKRMINATION OP LGNOITUDE
Theory of Measurement
The longitude of a point on the earth's surface is its
angular distance east or west of the Greenwich Meridian. Since
the interval of time between tvro successive transits of the
celestial meridian at Greenwich, or any other assumed point, by
a given star la 24 hours of sidereal time, it follows that the
difference in sidereal time of transit of a star at any two
points may be used to determine the difference in longitude of
the two points.
Sidereal time, kept by astronomical sidereal clocks, la
local time, that is, the sidereal day begins when the vernal
equinox crosses the celestial meridian at a given station.
Since the right ascension (a) of a star is its angular distance
east of the vernal equinox, the sidereal time of day ftt any sta-
tion is equal to the right ascension of a star that is on the
celestial meridian at that instant.
By assuming an approximate longitude near the observer's
position one can compute the precise time of transit of a given
star at the assumed position. The precise time of transit at
uthe observer's position is determined with the astronomical
transit telescope, Ihe correction, (A©), to the assumed long-
itude is given by the equation:
Ae = a- Re +1 0)- 0.0210 cos ^'¥ (e^-e^)de+Bb+Cc + Aa]. (9)Lram mo -»
In equation (9) (Campbell, 4, p. 132), {B^ + 1^0) is the
observed Instant of transit, the term -0.0210 cos fi la & cor-
rection for diurnal aberration, (6^^ - Bq)^Q is a correction for
clock rate and the remaining terms correct for errors in instru-
mental adjustment (see p. 26). A, B, and are coefficients
that depend on the observer's latitude and the declination of the
star observed. These coefficients are given by the equations:
*
cos 5
»
cos 6 * cos 6*
The term Bb is a level correction for the instrument, i/here
b indicates the inclination, in seconds of time, of the e at-
west axis of rotation of the instrument. This expression will
be positive when the west support is higher and negative when it
is lower than the east suprtort. It will be a maximum for stars
near the zenith and aero for stars on the horizon. Since the
value of the level constant (b) cannot be considered to remain
the sane for a period of observation lasting as long as one
hour, it is advisable to compute it for each observation from
readings of a sensitive striding level which is placed across
the east and west supports.
The term Oc la a correction for colllmation error in the
InstruRient. Since the sign of the colllrnatlon constant (c)
changes when the Instrument is reversed, that is, when the
telescope is rotated 180® about its vertical axis, it is oua-
tomary to reverse the instrument at a time near the middle of
the observing period so that errors due to this term will tend
to offset each other.
irhe term Aa is a correction for the azimuth error of the
instrument. The value of this ooirreotion is greatest for stars
near the horizon and zero for stars at the zenith. The azimuth
correction changes signs for stars on opposite sides of the ze-
nith. The values of the azimuth constant (a) and the collima-
tion constant (c) will change from day to day, but they can be
computed for any particular observing period.
Ae is moflt accurately detennlned for stars near the celes-
tial equator since they will cross the field of view moat i-apld-
ly and less personal error is introduced due to the uncertainty
of the instrnt that the star is bisected by each of the five
vertical wires in the field of view.
Observing Procedure
An observing list of stars was prepared for each nightly
observation period from the American Bphemeris and Nautical
Almanac for 1955 (2), p. 303-356, which gave the apparent
places of 214 standard stars at ten-day intervals. In prepar**
lug the observing list for a particular evening, an attempt was
made to include some stars near the southern horizon, some near
so
tha zenith, some north of the zenith, but more located
near the
celestial equator since the determination of time, AS, vras the
primary objective. The observing lists for different nights did
not necessarily involve the saue stars since observation often
began at a different time. Table 3 on the following page is a
typical observing list used. The level readings for that obser^
vation period have been indicated.
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It was necessary to allow at least five minutes and prefer-
ably more time between obeeirrations to allow sufficient time to
read the striding level, reset the telescope for the next obser-
vation and occasionally record time signals.
In Table 3, a is the approximate time of transit in sidere-
al time. Thus, a sidereal clock enables one to determine an
approximate time at which the star will enter the field of the
telescope. The altitude at which the star transits is given by
h « ^ + 8 (10)
for stars south of the nenith and
h - 90® - (^ + 6) (11)
for stars north of the zenith. These values corrected for at-
mospheric refraction provide the altitude setting for the merid-
ian circle on the transit telescope for each star.
For accurate determination of the time of transit of a star,
there are five vertical wires located in the field of view of the
eyepiece. The instant at which a star crosses each v/ire can be
deternined visually and with a telegraph key a signal can be
electrically recorded on the chronograph sheet. Contacts in the
mean solar clock provided signals at two second intervals
throur^hout the observing session so that the time at which a
given signal occurred was determined by linear interpolation.
Only even numbered seconds were recorded except the 59th second,
the latter for identification of the minute. Plate IV is a
23
reproduction of a chronograph sheet, reduced to approximately
one-half its actual size.
Since the chrcnogrnph drum 2?otated at one revolution per
Binute, each segment of the record (Plate IV) represents one
minute. At convenient intervals between observations, radio
time signals from WY were recorded for the purpose of deter-
mining the clock correction. Immediately following each obser-
vation of a star, the striding level was placed across the east
and ^/est supports and the position of the bubble read, first
with tlie zero end of the scale to the east ani then with tlie
zero end west.
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Computation
In the formula given in theory of measureiaent,
Ae = a- [(©jj^+lj^O)* 0.0210 COS ^4 (6^^- e^)d«+ Bb+ Cc + Aa], (9)
a is the apparent right aeoenBion of the star at the Instrnt of
observation. Since the Araerioan Epheraeris and Nautical Almanac
(2) rt-ive a at ten-day intervals throughout the year, it was nec-
essary to interpolate for the ten-day period and apply a
correction for the short period terms, computed by
Aa «t j)^a dv + D^a dt (12)
as given in the above reference, p. 245.
The express ion (6 + Ij^O) is the most probable time of
transit of the middle wire by the observed star. Let t^, tg,
t^. t. and ts be the times of crossing of the five wires (with3*4 O
the instrument direct, that is, meridian circle level east)
and let
tn + to t, + t^ + t
e_ .
1 —? —3 —4 - -^
^ ^3)
e is the most probable time of transit of a fictitious mer.n
n
wire. ';ven with px^oisely accurate values for the five ob-
served times above, 6 would not necessarily agree with t^, the
' m ^
time of transit of the middle wire, due to probable luiequal
spaolngs of the wires. Let
^x
* "^3 - \t ^2 * *3 ~ ^2*
i . sr t, - tx and ^5 " ^3 - tg, for a star on the celestial
2?
equator, and
^ .
laJLi^iilia
.
(1.)
where 1 Is the reduction from the mean wire to the mlclxlle wire.
It will be noted thnt i^ and ig have negative values for the
telescope direct and i^^ and Ig wlU have negative values with
the telescope reversed. Then (e^ •¥ 1^0) is the most probable
time of transit of the middle wire by any star, regardless of
declination, since C = -
^^^ g
'
.
The time of transit of the five wires by a star were obtained
from the chronograph sheet by measurement with a finely divided
scale. A simple magnifier was used to measure these values nor©
Accurately, The most probable time of transit of the middle
wire was computed for each st&r observed.
Had the value of one turn of the micrometer screw (R) been
accurately known, the movable micrometer wire discussed in the
section on latitude could have been used to measure the distance
between the five wires. Since this was not known, the reverse
procedure was followed. The distances i^, ig, l^and Ig were de-
termined by observing the transit times of 115 stars, reduced to
the ecus.tor, and the averages used to determine 1^^^ as follows:
i^ « 27!098, ig « 13!475, i^ « 13!213 and ig - 26!l27, so
1 « (27.098 -f 13. 475) » (15.215 -i- 26,127) „ ^
^Sg^^^
The above determined distances were then used in the calibration
of the micrometer screw (R « 67.77) as used in the latitude
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deteinlnation.
As mentioned before, the term - 0.021C cos ^, Is a
correction for diurnal aberration. Due to the rotation of the
earth, the star Is observed slightly east of Its true position,
hence the observed time of transit is later so the correction is
always subtracted from the observed tiiae,
The clock correction, (0„ - 6^)de, was determined accord-
' m o '
Ing to time signals from radio station WWV, This correction
presented a problem In this investigation. Had the mean solar
clock used had a sensible rate, d8, it would only have been
necessary to record the time signals once during the observing
period, calling this time e , and apply d6 to the difference In
tlEie between the actual observation time, 6^, and 6^ for each
star. It was found that the mean solar clock used was fast and
galnlr^ time, that is, d© wra positive. However, the rate was
not constant. On July 6, the first day of longitude observa-
tions, the average of the time signals recorded indicated the
clock iroB 06^407 fast. On August 7, the last day, the clock was
19^574 fast, a gain of 13^167, the average value of d6 being
+ 0,017 seconds per hour, A minlrai«a value of + 0.005 seoondfl
per hour was noted between July 6 and July 11, while tlie maxi-
mum value of + 0,026 was obtained between August 3 and August 7,
The rate did not increase linearly but fluctuated between the
above Units.
Time signals were generally recorded at least tliree times
during one observing period, once near the beginning, once near
the mldcUe and once near the end. Comparison of
these tine
checks did not Indicate a steady rate of change
durin,- the
single observing period. Generally, but not in
every Instr.nce,
the clock vas faster at the middle of the observing
period than
at either the beginning or the end. This change
was of the or-
der of three or four-hundredths of a second.
This variation of rate might be partially attributed
to
temperature variations. While the clock was supposed to be
temperature compensated, it had previously been determined that
narked temperature changes affected its rate. Since observations
were made during summer evenings, the clock room was .generally
quite x/ara at the beginning of the observing period. Opening of
windows and the slit in the roof of the adjacent transit room
would often lower the temperature appreciably during the ob-
serving period.
However, it is quite likely tlmt much of the lack of agree-
ment of clock rate during a single observing period was duo to
personal errors of the observer. Time signals were recorded by
llsteninfj to the radio signals and topping a telegraph key which
recorded the signals electrically on the chronograph sheet.
While every effort was made to maintain the steady rhythm
of the
time signals, some personal error was unavoidable and occasion-
ally poor signals added to the uncertainty. Time signals
x;ere
generally recorded for a full minute and in some ins tr noes
longer, then all signals meosured to obtain the best
average.
Since an observing period seldom exceeded two hours and
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there were erratic variations obtained in the individual
tlrae
corrections to be applied, it was felt th..t the beat time
cor-
rection for a prrtlcular observing session was the average
of
the separate time corrections obtained. A typical example
ia:
Date J August 7, 1955
At 20^ 20"^ 19! 528 fast (51 signals measured)
20^ 55°^ 19.608 fast (40 " " )
22^ 00°* 19.585 fast (55 * • )
Average 19.574 fast
Therefore, the clock correction, {Q^ • e^)S.e, was considered
constant for one observing period and equal to the average of
the separate determinations of the correction. While this
might introduce an error of the order of + o!o2 for stars ob-
served at the beginning and end of the period, the sign of the
correction would change at the middle of the period and those
corrections would tend to cancel each other, resulting in neg-
ligible error in the results to the accuracy repdrted.
In determining the level correction Bb for the telescope,
the coefficient B was computed for each star since
^ " cos &
For a particular star, S changed so little during the 32 day
period as to affect B only in the fifth significant figure.
The value of (b) for the type of striding level used was
b « i[(w + e) - (w» + e »)]<!, (15)
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&8 given by Campbell (4), p. 80, where w and e refer to the
scale readings of the end of the bubble of the striding level
when the aero end of the scale was east and w« and e» were the
bubble readings with the zero west.
Much difficulty was encountered In determining (dg), the
sensitivity of the striding level. This was undertaken prior to
any observations by placing It on a level trier as was used In
calibrating the meridian circle level discussed In the latitude
deterralnatlon. Data was obtained and graphs plotted which Indi-
cated the sensitivity changed appreciably, apparently near the
ml-idlo of the scale. After tightening the screws that held the
glass capsule in the mount, more consistent results were obtain-
ed. The sensitivity was found to be linear for the major part
of the scale but Increased sharply near the ends. This present-
ed no serious problem, however, since the telescope supports
upon which this level rested were very carefully leveled prior
to the observing period so all rea lings taken would be vTlth the
bubble near the middle of the scale. Since the level sensitiv-
ity did depend on the length of the bubble, it was carefully
calibrated for bubble lengths ranging from about 8P to 23 scale
divisions and found to have a mean value, d^ = 2,73 per scale
division m 0*182 per scale division. While temperature had a
noticeable effect on the bubble length, it was possible to ad-
Just the bubble length between the above limits during the en-
suing observing periods. With the Instrument carefully leveled,
the level correction Bb was generally quite small, that is, less
mthan ofl but In extreme oases was of the order of 0^5.
The values of (a), (b) and (c) do not in general remain
oonstiint for very great periods of time. Of these, only (b)
can h© quickly and accurately rneasured during the course of
observations. However, the values of (a) and (o) can be
included as unknowns in the observation equation which, from
equation (9) , is
A6 + Aa + Oc >= m (16)
where
m «» a - [(«» + i»o) - 0.021C cos fi * ie„ - e„)de + Bbl. (i?)
All the terms on the right side of equation (17) can be computed
independently for each star of an observing period. An equation
of the form of (16) was obtained for each star observed during
an observation period, giving a system of six or more linear
equations involving three unknowns , These were combined sjid,
solved by least squaires methods (Storer, 7, Supplement, p. 1).
Observrtions were made on 12 nights, the minimum number of
stars observed being 6 and the maximum 12. For each observation
period a value for the correction, A6, to the assumed longitude
was obtained along with its probable error. These results were
then combined, weighted according to individual probable errors
as given in the results (Storer, 7, p. 53). Table 4 is a re-
sume of the i»esultB,
In computing (m) in equation (17), a was the right asoen-
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slon of the star and numerically equal to the sidereal time of
transit of thrt star. Since the mean solar clock was used to
obtain the moat probable time of transit of the middle wire by
the str.r, It waa necessary to convert the value of the mean
solar time obtained to sidereal time by the steps outlined by
Alter (1), p. 29.
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Table 4. Results of longitude determination
Bate : No. :
; stars
* Longitude : Probable
error
h m s s
Jtay 6 10 06 22 47.78 + 0.05
July- 11 6 06 22 47.75 0.06
July 12 11 06 22 47.66 0.06
July 14 6 06 22 48.01 0.06
July 16 10 06 22 47.95 0.08
July 30 11 06 22 47.88 0.06
July 25 7 06 22 47.68 0.10
July 26 8 06 22 48.12 0.04
July 28 12 06 22 47.54 0,12
July 29 d 06 22 47.67 0.26
August 3 11 06 22 47.88 0.08
August 7 12 06 22 47.86 0.08
Mean weighted value: $G^ 22™ 47!88 1 o!o2
or 95° 41 58.2 ± 0.3
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SUMiiARY
Ihe geodetic ooordinatee of Crane Observatory, TopeJca,
Kansas, as determined by this Investigation were found to be:
Latitude (^) » 39° 02* (hUi + o!l3
Longitude (X) = 95° 41* 58 "2 ±0.3.
Tills latitude determination indicates the observatory is
o * "
approximately 12 feet south of the position, 39 02 04,532,
as reported by Blair in 1904 (See Introduction) . It is an
established faot that the earth's poles wander slightly, slilft-
ing as much as 40 feet from their mean position. Hence, a var-
iatlon as a function of time, amounting to a maximum of + 0.4
is to be expected in latitude determinations.
'She longitude determination locates the observatory approx-
iraately 580 feet east of Blair's position, 95 42 05.594, which
is equivalent to 6 22^* 48^380. It can be expected tliat the
latitude determination might agree fairly well with Blair's 1904
determination since the latitude of any point can be detorrilned
independently of any other point by measurement of star alti-
tudes. On the other hand, longitude determinations depend basi-
cally upon the measurement of differences of time which can be
measured much more precisely with time signals than was possible
m 1904.
An analysis of Blair's results indicates clearly that the
precision of his results does not warrant reporting the position
3ft
to the thousandth of a second of arc (which Is equivalent to 0,1
foot) since he started with positions known only to a hund2»edth
second of arc. No probable errors were indicated; therefore,
an intelligent comparison cannot be made and Blair's results
have been given for information only.
3T
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tPhls investigation was undertaken to obtain a definitive
value of the latitude and longitude of Crane Observatory for
the purpose of publication in the American Ephemeris and Nau-
tical Almanac. A previous determination of the position of
this observatory by Qt, Bruce Blair in 1904, made by trlangu-
latlon using seoonde.ry stations of the U. S. Coast and Geodetic
Survey of 1902, was available, but of doubtful value.
The main items of equipment used in this de teinnlnatlon
consisted of a Fauth combined zenith and transit telescope,
Warner and Swasey chronograph, E, Howard and Company mean solar
and sidereal clocks, and a Halilcrafter short wave radio.
The latitude determination was made by the Horrebow-Talcott
method. This method consists In measuring the difference in
zenith distances of selected pairs of stars of known declination
with a sensitive micrometer, a measurement which can be ru3.de
with high pjreciflion,
Ifhe longitude determination consisted basically in deter-
mining the difference in time at the same instant between that
computed for an assumed meridian near the observatory and the
time observed at the observatory i^rlth a transit telescope.
The value of latitude obtained in this investigation i/as
North 39° 02* 04.41 + 0.13, which located the observatory ajv
proxiraately 12 feet south of the previously determined position,
o * "
The longitude of the observatory was found to be 95 41 58.2
+ 0.3, about 580 feet east of the determination of 1904,
